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LIZZO
Four years after her last gigantic
successful album, ‘Cuz I Love You’, the
singer of ‘Truth Hurts’, Lizzo has recently
released her latest dance music video,
‘About Damn Time’. It has been almost
2months since the release of the track. it
has made her fans awestruck by the
energy she gave to her performance in
the music video. The track was released
on the 14th of April. The song created a
buzz amongst her fans even before its
release.Lizzo shared an Instagram post
with the caption “SONG OF THE
SUMMER DROPPING 4/14!” on 10th
April. Fans were amazed at the
unconventional way of her
announcement. In the video shared on
Instagram, getting out of a limo, she
went on to a private plane. As she
walked on the stairs in her brand new
Yitty shapewear to get on the plane, the
camera turned and Lizzo pulled out a
“Prince at the 1991 MTV Video Music
Awards”. Her attire gave her fans the
hints about her latest album. Soon, it
made noise amongst her fans. From
asking about the release date and time to
best wishes for her ventures, the artist
was applauded by her fans abundantly.
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Music News

Adele is Coming With More Shows of ‘Weekend With Adele’ in
The Coming Days

Adele has announced her next two
shows for ‘Weekend With Adele’.
Nothing has given more joy to her
fans. This is the only thing that they
were eagerly waiting forIn the genre
of pop music, Adele has always
been on the top. She has been ruling
the music industry for a long time.
She has garnered a lot of exposure
in her musical career from all
around the world. This exemplary
artist first released her album at the
year of 2008, the album was ‘19’.

This album has achieved multi-
platinum from five countries. The
infectious voice of her has
captivated all the listeners. Other
than her debut album, the
sophomore album ’21’ is also one of
a kind. She gathered so many
achievements by experimenting

with various kinds of genres and songs.

 It has always been one of the most
successful creations of this artist. This
artist has gotten a lot of attention with
her songs like, ‘Someone Like You’ and
‘Hello’. Her ever-increasing fanbase has
been amazed by her creations.

 After this, she created a buzz with her
latest album ‘30’. She made this album to
remark on her 31st birthday and the
current situation of her private life. Her
soulful voice has made this album a huge
success. A track, named ‘Easy On Me’ has
attracted a huge number of listeners. It
has achieved the highest number of
listeners on Spotify in the shortest time.

  
Now she has come up with a tour after
the grand success of her album. She has
named it ‘Weekend With Adele’, where
she would perform two shows each

 weekend. It started on 21st
January’22 and ended on 16th
April’22. Currently, she is all ready
to resume the shows and continue
this, as it was.

 The artist has published
information and two dates for the
Las Vegas residency in 2022. Along
with that, she will also do shows at
London’s Hyde Park in 2022.

 After listening to the news, a buzz
has been generated among all the
pop musicians. The shows in Hyde
Park will take place on the 1st and
2nd of July 2022. The lowest price of
these shows is $425 and $395
respectively. She is one of the most
famous musicians, and watching
her show is a one-time experience
for everyone.

Other dates of the show will be
announced soon.
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Music News

Demi
Lovato Has
Announced
the Much-
Awaited
Tour of
Holy Fvck
Album
The pop singer Demi Lovato has
declared the shows of their tour
Holy Fvck. The tickets will be
available from 10th June at 10 am on
their official website.Demi Lovato,
the pop icon is coming up with their
shows of 2022. They have
announced the tour dates of the
upcoming album Holy Fvck. It is
their eighth studio album and going
to come on 19th August. The artist
announced that there will be 32
dates on the tour. The tour will start
on 30th August in São Paulo, Brazil,
and will end on 6th November in
Texas.

This Grammy-winning singer and
actor are all set to mesmerize the
audience for one more time. They
have showcased their talent by
doing various things. With their
acting and vocal talent, they have
garnered attention from all around
the world. This phenomenon artist
and the global icon started their
career on television.

Demi has accumulated over 30
billion worldwide streaming. Their
versatile creations like ‘Sorry Not

Sorry’, ‘Skyscraper’, ‘Heart Attack’,
and many more soundtracks have
established a whole different
identity for them.

About this upcoming album, Demi
said ‘The process of making this
album has been the most fulfilling
yet, and I’m grateful to my fans
and collaborators for being on this
journey with me.

Never have I been more sure of
myself and my music, and this
record speaks that for itself. To my
Lovatics who have been rocking
out with me since the beginning
and those who are just now coming
along for the ride, thank you.

This record is for you’.
 Before starting the tour, the artist

will also perform on The Tonight
Show Starring Jimmy Fallon on 9th
June. The tickets will be on sale
from 10th June at 10 am local time
on Demi Lovato’s official site.

Demi has also said ‘I’m so excited

 to get back on the road after four
years without touring, and even
longer since I’ve toured in South
America’.

They also added ‘We’re working so
hard to deliver an incredible show for
all my fans and I can’t wait to see
them in person to celebrate this new
music’.

All the audiences are showing their
massive response after the
announcement. After seeing
everyone’s reaction it can be said that
the tour is going to be a blast.
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Event News

Madonna and Warner Brother Celebrates a Decade of Musical
Hits with a 50-Song Album 'Finally Enough Love'

Legendary singer and performer
Madonna is releasing a remix album
based on her works by far. ‘Finally,
Enough Love’, will be produced and
distributed by Warner Brothers and
will have 50 of her dance club
numbers. And the album will
release in segments, first one will
have 16 songs in it and released on
the 24th of June, 2022. And the
second portion of the album will
release on the 19th of August.
‘Finally, Enough Love’ has all the
elements of Madonna and her
unique musicality. Some of her
double-sided numbers like ‘Luck
Star’ with ‘Holiday’ and ‘Angel’ with
‘Into the Groove’, will be in the
album. Apart from that the 16-song
release will have songs like ‘Vogue
(Single Version)’, ‘Secret (Junior’s
Luscious Mix)’, ‘Hung Up’, ‘GirlGone
Wild’, ‘Medeline’, 

‘Deeper and Deeper'.

The Queen of pop, the Diva has curated
this collection and the glimpse of the
album is forecasting the charming dance
number of the album. She has delivered
albums like Rebel Heart in 2015 and
Madam X in 2019. With this album, she
will deliver 50 number ones on the
billboard list.

 Just over a month ago on 12th May she
has Warner Brothers released a 33
seconds trailer of the album. The vibrant
red and black combination along with
the monochromatic accent has made the
look compelling. The album will be
available on every digital music platform
along with a download option.Her
historic number, her 50th 1st on
Billboard’s Dance Club Songs chart ‘I
Don’t Search I Find’ made her the first
and the only artist with this much of hits
in her career. Madonna said, “Dance is
my first love, so every time one of my

songs is celebrated in the clubs and
recognized on the charts it feels like
home!!”

 The only absence from this album is
1987’s no. 1 ‘Causing a Commotion'.
Her Dance Club Songs no. 1 is a
complete album that was released
in 1987 and topped the Billboard
chart in 1988. The chart was not
songs specific but an album-centric
chart. Each track of this album is
remixed and re-mastered by the
seven-time Grammy winner Mike
Dean. Previously, Dean has
produced Madonna’s last two
releases Madam X and Rebel Heart.

 The last august Warner brothers
have announced the release of this
project and now the time has come
to witness her profound music and
dancing tunes in her ‘Finally
Enough Love’ as well as her ‘Finally
Enough Love: 50 Number Ones’.
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Upcoming Singer

 

PleasureMore Brings New
Enthusiasm, a Positive

Outlook To Life Through
His Song 'I Can't Tell Ya -

Remake With a Twist'
PleasureMore believes that music has the power to heal the mind
and release stress and make life better. The song ‘I Can't Tell Ya -
Remake With a Twist’ reflects this belief intrinsically.

The power of music is universal. It builds connectivity among the
people is strong. Having the belief in music, the
artist PleasureMore has come up with some remarkable R&B
tracks. You would love to listen to his songs after a day of

hardships at work. His song, ‘I Can't Tell Ya -
Remake With a Twist’ blends classic elements
with modern music.

He believes that a song should inspire you, and
give you spiritual and emotional satisfaction. It
must make you look up to life releasing you from
the shackles of anxiety and depression.

His song brings a sense of positivity which
reflects his optimism toward life. He is a pure
believer in music. His understanding of music
has left an imperishable mark on his life.

In his endeavor to make life better, he creates a
track that connects with thousands and millions
of his followers. The artist has achieved some
seemingly impossible milestones in recent times.
His passion for music is intrinsic and it is evident
through his songs. Pleasure More believes music
heals pain. All songs are driven to make people
relieved from their pains.

  
The singer is mainly an R&B and Soul singer.
But, his ability to penetrate different genres has
given him the access to blend pop and rock
elements in his songs. The songs, ‘Break Up To
Make Up’ and ‘Lost For Words’, are some of the
highly appreciated tracks by the artist.

His soothing soulful vocals can take you to his
realm of soulful music. The songs are released
under TBUniversalGroup LLC. His recent release
under this banner, ‘I Can’t Tell YA’ has achieved
more than a million streams on SoundCloud.

The song has been the talk of the town soon after
its release. The name of the artist, which was
unknown earlier, has become popular with the
release of the song. It has successfully created a
huge buzz amongst people of different language
ages and tastes in music.

The track provides a relaxing vibe that connects
with audiences through his infectious vocals.
The R&B music has set the stage for the song,
and the lyrics by Clark A Thomas have won the
hearts of millions.

Do subscribe to his YouTube channel to not miss
any updates.

Follow PleasureMore on Audiomack, Twitter,
Facebook, Reverbnation, and Instagram to get
all the latest updates on his upcoming releases.
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Upcoming Singer

Pure Devotion
Towards
Music from
Paul Askew Is
Vivid in the
Track "Fool
No More"
The brand-new single "Fool No
More" from music artist Paul Askew
portrays the artist's musical
knowledge. The track has gone viral
on Spotify in a very short time.

Carrying the expertise of performing
with multiple musical genres, music
artist Paul Askew is back with his
new single "Fool No More." the song
goes on to offer some soothing
vocals from the artist. The fusion of
calming music with inspiring
instrumentals provides all the
positive vibes one can crave for. The
artist has re-introduced himself in
the most stylish way with this track.
Since the start of the year, he has
already launched three singles. The
single has already garnished more
than 10k plays on the music-
streaming platform Spotify.
Paul Askew is an artist who has
indulged himself in music since his
childhood. The artist's list of
inspirations of the artist includes
names like Leandria Johnson, The
Clark Sisters, Smokie Norful,
Beyonce, and many more. After
almost a decade of addiction to
substances and depression after
losing his mother, the artist is back
once again in the musical scene. He
is inspired more than ever to come
up with tracks that can provide joy

 and happiness to his fans and
followers. The artist is recognized
worldwide for his style of
production that goes beyond the
categorization of musical genres.

 
Talking about the musical
contributions of the artist, he has
released two more singles titled
"So In Love" and "Save Me." Both
the tracks received an immense
response from the global music
community. The artist has been
hugely praised for his composing
style and the rhythm in which his
voice flows. The artist has also
collaborated with Twenty8 for one
of his songs. He is the first artist to
be signed under his own recording
label PaulPaul Music.

 The latest release "Fool No More"
brings out the best from the artist.
The single goes on to provide

 refreshing lyrics with the
mesmerizing voice of the artist. The
slow tempo and progression of the
track focus more on the musical side
of it. The artist has given his heart
and soul to express himself with
utmost transparency in the song. His
musical productions are popular
because it carries a magical touch of
R&B and soul.

The mind-engaging beats and the
sheer talent that the artist has re-
introduced himself with is one to
admire. You can now listen to the
song streaming via Spotify and Apple
Music.

Follow Paul Askew on other major
platforms like Twitter, Instagram,
and Facebook for more updates.
Subscribe to the artist's YouTube
channel for more.
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Upcoming Singer

Rock Band
Dark
Capricorn
Rising set
to Rule the
Rock Music
with the
Song 'Land
of Broken
Souls'
Rock music genre is one of the most
expressive genres of all time. The
songs by the new age heavy rock
music band Dark Capricorn Rising
have unique connectivity with the
listeners.

With the combination of melody
and energy, they create a song that
can be considered one of the most
notable tracks of rock music. The
song ‘Land of Broken Souls’ vents
their inner dissatisfaction out
through the song.

Rock music has been used to show
disgust against any social upset by
music artists in different times.  The
band seems to know the essence of
the genre very well.

About:

Currently growing on Spotify, the
group is a heavy rock band based in
Canton, Michigan.

The band was formed back in 2018.
One thing often said about them is
that they sound like “Black
Sabbath on steroids”.

They have released around 2o
songs by now and all of them are
loved by their listeners. Inherently
talented the band comprises Rocky
di Iacovo, Rick Young, and Justin
Williams.

The songs are written by Justin
Williams. The lyrics of the song,
‘Land of Broken Souls’, will touch
your heart through the deeply-felt
verses.

Musical Contribution:

Dark Capricorn Rising is dedicated
to music. Their dedication is
witnessed by every song they have
composed till now. The fusion of
electronic and organic music has
created a heavy rock-metal arena
that has impressed people of
different ages, cultures, and
values.

Their efficiency in making music is
vividly conspicuous in the EP like
‘Equinox’ and some songs like
Bureaucracy, ‘Into the Night’, ‘God
Save Ukraine’, and others.

The single ‘‘Land of Broken Souls’
 

It is one of the best songs they have
composed so far. The voice and the
music evolve naturally in a climactic
way. Organic and pure in every
respect, the song has the power to
make you their fans.

Dreamy composition accompanied
by electronic and organic
fingerstyles, the song is narrative of
the band’s own emotion. It also
connects with audiences through its
catchy and infectious hooks.

  
The fusion of modern and retro
music in the background shows the
band’s passion for the genre. So,
check the song out on Spotify.

To know them more and all future
updates, follow them on their official
Facebook account.

You can listen to their songs on
SoundCloud, Reverb Nation, and
apple music. Lastly, they are also
present on Youtube. So subscribe to
their channel also, to not miss any
updates.
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Upcoming Singer

Stanley Jeter
Has Amazed
Everyone With
His New Music
Video "You're
So Cool"
Stanley Jeter's just launched music
video "You're So Cool" brings out a
perfect fusion of R&B and soul. The
music video can make listeners
groove to its beats.
A master in the field of jazz and
R&B, music artist Stanley Jeter has
recently launched his music video
"You're So Cool." The song offers
some of the best gratifying vocals
from the artist and engaging music.
The music video goes on to feature
brilliant visuals of nature and
people. The artist can also be seen
interacting with the characters in
the music video. Starting from
dancing characters to skating
activities in the outdoors, every
individual involved in the music
video has expressed their inner-self
in the best possible manner.

Stanley Jeter is an artist who is
famous for coming up with a perfect
presentation of R&B and soul
music. His musical prowess
combined with unreal mixing style
has made him a fan favorite in less
than a year. Each of the projects
from the artist has been a massive
hit. With the focus being on coming
up with something different every
time, the artist has given his all to
entertain his fans and followers
worldwide. Be it an outdoor or
indoor shot video, the artist always
excels and matches up with the
expectations of the music
community.

The artist's talent in multiple
musical genres has paved the way
for him to become a global icon in
the upcoming music industry. The
artist's willpower, dedication, and
energy potential can be judged by
his productions. He has been
coming up with his musical
contributions since April 2021.

All the other two music videos
other than the recently launched
one has accumulated massive view
with "Sin City" standing at 560k
views and "Work It" standing at
180k views on YouTube.

 The latest release "You're So Cool"
brings a soothing effect to the ears
of all the music lovers.

The outstanding video
choreography featuring multiple
visuals from multiple scenarios has
made the

song one-of-a-kind. The rhyming
lyrics from the artist have revived the
genre of jazz once again.

The brilliant instrumentals with
saxophone in the focus light up the
magical production from the artist.
The minimal use of lyrics with catchy
yet lovely songwriting has attracted
many to the newly launched music
video.

To watch the music video, viewers
can visit the artist's YouTube
channel. Listeners can also tune in to
Spotify, SoundCloud, and Apple
Music for checking out the audio
version.

For more updates and information on
the future releases of the artist,
follow Stanley Jeter on Twitter,
Instagram, and Facebook.
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Pre Release

Madonna
and Warner
Brother
Celebrates
a Decade
of Musical
Hits with a
50-Song
Album
'Finally
Enough
Love'
Legendary singer and performer
Madonna is releasing a remix album
based on her works by far. ‘Finally,
Enough Love’, will be produced and
distributed by Warner Brothers and
will have 50 of her dance club
numbers.

And the album will release in
segments, first one will have 16
songs in it and released on the 24th
of June, 2022. And the second
portion of the album will release on
the 19th of August.

‘Finally, Enough Love’ has all the
elements of Madonna and her
unique musicality. Some of her
double-sided numbers like ‘Luck
Star’ with ‘Holiday’ and ‘Angel’ with
‘Into the Groove’, will be in the

album. Apart from that the 16-
song release will have songs like
‘Vogue (Single Version)’, ‘Secret
(Junior’s Luscious Mix)’, ‘Hung Up’,
‘Girl Gone Wild’, ‘Medeline’,
‘Deeper and Deeper'.

The Queen of pop, the Diva has
curated this collection and the
glimpse of the album is forecasting
the charming dance number of the
album. She has delivered albums
like Rebel Heart in 2015 and
Madam X in 2019. With this album,
she will deliver 50 number ones on
the billboard list.

Just over a month ago on 12th May
she has Warner Brothers released a
33 seconds trailer of the album.
The vibrant red and black
combination along with the
monochromaticaccent has made
the look compelling. The album
will be available on every digital
music platform along with a
download option.

Her historic number, her 50th 1st
on Billboard’s Dance Club Songs
chart ‘I Don’t Search I Find’ made
her the first and the only artist with
this much of hits in her career.

Madonna said, “Dance is my first
love, so every time one of my songs is
celebrated in the clubs and
recognized on the charts it feels like
home!!”

The only absence from this album is
1987’s no. 1 ‘Causing a Commotion'.
Her Dance Club Songs no. 1 is a
complete album that was released in
1987 and topped the Billboard chart
in 1988.

The chart was not songs specific but
an album-centric chart. Each track of
this album is remixed and re-
mastered by the seven-time Grammy
winner Mike Dean.

Previously, Dean has produced
Madonna’s last two releases Madam
X and Rebel Heart.

The last august Warner brothers have
announced the release of this project
and now the time has come to
witness her profound music and
dancing tunes in her ‘Finally Enough
Love’ as well as her ‘Finally Enough
Love: 50 Number Ones’.
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Indian News

Diljit Dosanjh Pays Homage to
Sidhu Moose Wala at the

Vancouver Concert

 

Diljit Dosanjh had recently performed
at a concert in Vancouver, Canada
where he paid an emotional tribute to
the late Punjabi rapper Sindhu Moose
Wala who was shot date recently. The
actor-singer dedicated his performance
to Sindhu and sent a message to those
who are trying to create a divide in the
Punjabi community.
He also paid homage to late kabaddi

 player Sandeep Singh Sandhu and
Punjabi actor Deep Sidhu at the
concert. The fans of the artist were
very impressed with him honoring
the late singer-rapper Sindhu and
they expressed their thoughts on
social media about the event.

 Diljit had shared the video of his
homage on Twitter with the
caption ‘One Love’. 

A digital banner with the message
‘this show is dedicated to our
brothers’ is there in the background.

His performance at the concert won
the hearts of the audience present
there.He had also given a powerful
speech to the audience requesting
unity in the Punjabi community
worldwide.

He also spoke about the time when
Sindhu’s father even took off his
turban during his son’s funeral. He
said, ‘Bapu don't take off your
turban, we respect it a lot.’ He
further said, ‘All the Punjabi
community should come together
and be one, we should not raise
fingers at each other.

There are many who will try to
divide us.’ The audience applauded
when he mentioned Sindhu’s name.

 The fans have given their reactions
to Diljit’s homage to Sindhu at the
concert. One person wrote, ‘Huge
respect to you younger brother to
appeal for Sidhu Moose Wala.’

Another fan said, ‘Very good, Sidhu
bhai deserves this. He did a lot for
the Punjabi community. Now it’s
the Punjabi community's turn to
remember him as a legend. Legends
never die.’
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Upcoming Singer

DJ Shradan Releases a
Brand-New Remix ‘VASSY

x Vinny Vibe – Don’t
Wanna Be Right (Shradan

Extended Remix)’ 
DJ Shradan’s new release ‘VASSY x Vinny Vibe - Don't Wanna Be
Right (Shradan Extended Remix)’ was the runner-up at the remix
competition on Label Radar.

Emerging EDM DJ and music producer Shradan based in Los
Angeles presents his finest remix, ‘VASSY x Vinny Vibe – Don’t
Wanna Be Right (Shradan Extended Remix)’ winning hearts
everywhere. He participated in a remix competition on Label Radar
where Multi-platinum award-winning Australian artist VASSY
offered the contestants an opportunity to remix her single, ‘Don’t
Wanna Be Right’ featuring Vinny Vibe to showcase their talent and
music production skills. The multi-talented artist impressed
everyone with his creative artistry and managed to secure the
runner-up position in the contest. The remixed track features a
future rave style that is popular at festivals and concerts.

Originally from Mumbai, the gifted artist has now settled in Los
Angeles to fulfill his dream of becoming a successful music
producer and DJ. He started his career by performing at the finest
clubs and bars in India. He worked with DJ Suketu, India’s one of

 the most popular DJs and music producers. He
also had played for major Indian celebrities such
as Akshay Kumar, Mukesh Ambani, Anil Kapoor,
and Esha Deol. After moving to the US, he
started playing at venues of all scales all over
Hollywood and Downtown LA.

He has performed at several major events in Los
Angeles as well. He has proved his brilliance on
the world platform, gaining recognition from
fans all over the world.

The brilliant DJ and music producer has always
been attracted to electronic music. He has
gained a reputation for creating unmatchable
and unique beats that penetrates the hearts and
minds of the listeners. He has been inspired by
musicians like Calvin Harris, R3hab, Tiesto,
Alok, Jonas Blue, and many more.

He uses their influence to maximize the intensity
of his music. The gifted artist had always been a
fan of Multi-platinum award-winning artist
VASSY and popular US-based DJ Vinny Vibe. So,
when he got the opportunity to remix their music
in the remix competition, he grabbed it gladly.

 

 

Previously known as DJ Darsh, Shradan is
spreading his creativity around the world with
his hit remix, ‘VASSY x Vinny Vibe – Don’t
Wanna Be Right (Shradan Extended Remix)’. The
song is his remixed version of the original by
chart-topping Aussie musician VASSY and US
producer and DJ Vinny Vibe.

The dynamic rhythmic arrangements
incorporated with a steady future rave flow take
the audience to another dimension.

Listen to the song on SoundCloud and follow
him on Instagram for more.
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Music News

 

BTS'S J-HOPE BECOMES THE FIRST SOUTH
KOREAN ARTIST TO HEADLINE

LOLLAPALOOZA 2022
July 31st is the date when BTS band member J-Hope will
be headlining the Lollapalooza Music Festival. Rumors

indicate the singer is planning for a new solo album
  

Lollapalooza, one of the world's largest and most important music
festivals, has announced numerous new additions to its program

for its upcoming 2022 event, and K-pop lovers are sure to be
pleased with the additions.

J-Hope, one of the seven members of the boy band BTS, has been
picked as a headliner for Lollapalooza 2022, not merely as a
performer. A glance at the festival's website reveals that his name is
wedged between fellow headliners Green Day and Jane's Addiction
on Sunday, the final day of the festival.

J-Hope's involvement was highlighted prominently on the festival's
Instagram account, which announced the news to the globe on
June 7. The Instagram account remarked, “Verified We are thrilled
to announce j-hope of @bts.bighitofficial will headline #Lolla 2022
on Sunday, July 31st! ? His performance will make history,
cementing him as the first South Korean artist to ever headline a
main stage at a major U.S. music festival.”

J-Hope will perform with Metallica, Lil Baby, Dua Lipa,
MachineGun Kelly, Big Sean, J. Cole, and other Lollapalooza 

headliners. On Sunday, July 31, he will take
command of the Bed Light Seltzer stage at 9:00
p.m., following in the footsteps of performers
like The Kid Laroi and Charli XCX, who will
perform on the same stage earlier that day.

 J-Hope will headline Lollapalooza without his
bandmates, who aren't listed in the press release.
While he has dominated the worldwide music
market as a member of the world's seventh-
largest band, he has also found time to write,
record, and release songs on his own, as have
several of his bandmates.

J-Hope has been rumored to be working on his
sophomore solo album for years, but no official
statements have been made. The fact that he'll
be headlining a big festival in the world's largest
music market could indicate that he's working on
a new full-length album, which would help him
flesh out his setlist.

Tomorrow X Together, a fellow South Korean
singing cat, was also confirmed as an extra artist
in an official press release published by C3
Presents, one of the businesses behind
Lollapalooza. The band will perform for the first
time in the United States on Saturday, July 30.
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10 HOBBIES OF HIGHLY FAMED SINGER
TAYLOR SWIFT OUTSIDE OF HER MUSIC

WORLD
Whenever it comes to the topic of music artists, the name that
buzzes a lot is Taylor Alison Swift. The 32-year-old American
singer-songwriter has given so many of her musical contributions
to cherish. The artist has been an inspiration among all age groups
looking to excel in their respective careers. Well, today, let's have a
look at some of the hobbies of the star singer other than her music
life:

Cooking & Baking - Taylor is a person who loves to spend
some of her precious time in the kitchen. She can randomly open
any page of her cookbook to scroll through the recipe and come up
with a dish with her magical touch. She sometimes also creates
totally new dishes on her own. Talking about baking, the singer is
fond of baking cakes and pancakes.

 

Antique Shopping - Taylor often goes
antique shopping. She loves to dig in and find an
item that can suit her interest. she has got a huge
collection of antiques. Once in an interview, she
said, "A new hobby of mine is... antique stores,
And not just neat, organized antique stores. I
really like the ones where there's so much crap to
dig through, you can find absolute treasures for
nothing."

 

Love For Animals - Any person visiting her
Instagram page can get the testimony of her
being a hardcore animal lover. The singer loves
to watch television shows with three of her cats,
namely Benjamin Button, Meredith Grey, and
Olivia Benson. The singer also said that cats have
played a huge role in shaping her professional
life and that they have brought real joy and
happiness to her life.

Songwriting As Relief - Songs are an
integral part of Taylor's life., Taylor deal with
songwriting not only because she is a singer but
she uses it as a stress buster. It is one of the most
talked-about hobbies of the American singer.
She also loves writing about her daily-life
observations and about her experiences.

  
Making Snow Globes - Not every artist is an
expert in art and crafts. However, when it comes
to Taylor Swift, the artist is a huge admirer of
snow globes. She has shared many photos of her
self-made snow globes. In 2011, the singer
posted a photo of eight snow globes and jars on
her Instagram page captioning it, "Home
madesnow globes with friends. The whole fleet!"
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Enthusiastic Learner - Taylor Swift features in many world tours and always performs with her full energy on stage.
Therefore, she visits many countries in a calendar year. Once in an interview with David Letterman, the singer revealed
her love for learning some phrases in new languages. She tries to learn a bit of every native language of every nation she
visits. She then also showed her impressive ability to speak some sentences in Japanese.

Loves Writing - There are only a few artists and musician of the current generation who indulges themselves in
writing a book. Well, Taylor has her own book written many years ago. When the singer was just 12-years-old, she wrote
a 350-page novel but the book is not yet published. Taylor Swift also dreams of writing her autobiography in which she
will share all the experiences that she has gone through in her whole life.

Home & Food Reality Show Lover - She is a fan of watching home and food reality shows. Barefoot Contessa and
Fixer Upper are some of the shows that she likes the most. She loves to learn more about house design and renovation
and all the facts related to it. Reality shows are one of the most attractive and attention-grabbing aspects of everyone's
lives and, in Taylor's case, it's no different.

Fast Food Lover - Yes, Taylor is indeed a great fan of fast foods. Taylor's music video for the track "You Need To
Calm Down" featured burgers and fries costume for her and Katy Perry. After the music video was released, the world
came to know that she is a fan of those dishes in real life too. She once told an online news publishing firm, "I like
comfort foods. I love burgers and fries, I love ice cream so much, and I love baking cookies."

Loves Dancing - Not every singer-songwriter loves to dance in their off times. Nevertheless, the American star loves
dancing whenever she has some time off from her regular work. Dancing is one of her favorite hobbies of Swift that she
wants to do a lot. While she might be known for her awkward dance moves, hobbies are not judged on the way people
perform them but in the way they carry them in their hearts.
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All About BTS’
Permission to
Dance on Stage:
Shows, Gross
Collections, and
Popularity
What is BTS’ Permission to Dance
on Stage?
The Permission to Dance on Stage
was a concert announced by one of
the most popular bands amongst
youth back in 2020. However, due to
some Covid restrictions imposed on
gatherings, the band decided to
perform live from the stadium with
or without audiences. The band
performed some of their biggest hits
in the 12-show run concerts which
began on 24th October 2021 and
concluded on 16th April 2022. There
were a total of 11 shows, four in LA,
three in Seoul, and four in Las Vegas

The Backdrop of BTS’ PTD
CONCERTS?

BTS, on 15th October, announced
an online concert at the Seoul
Olympic Stadium, starting on 24th
October. Despite having the
capacity of 80,000 audiences, the
concert adopted pay per view
technique to avoid gatherings
amidst the Covid threat resurgence.
Later the band also announced their
tour overseas to the United States.
The selected venues include the
newly built SoFi Stadium in
Inglewood, California, on
November 27, 28, December 1, and
2.

In 2022, the K-Pop band expanded
its legs with four more shows that
occurred on April 8, 9, 14, and 16.
The shows marked the band’s first 

live performance for an in-
person audience. All tickets for
these in-person shows were sold
online within a few hours of their
releases. This shows the craze of
the band amongst this generation
of K-pop lovers.

The 1st concert at Seoul Stadium

PTD journey started in their city,
Seoul. They performed at the
2019-built Seoul Olympic Stadium.
Due to a calf injury, one of the
members V could not participate
in the choreography performances.

However, he was present on stage
and participated in singing while
being seated the stage. The
concert was streamed in 197
countries. To enhance the visual
impact, the Big Hit added a few
features that allowed them to
watch the live performances from
6 real-time angles. 

Los Angeles show:

As per the report by Billboard,
Permission to Dance on Stage Las
Vegas collected the highest
earnings. The gross collection of
the concert is around 33.3 million
USD by selling 214,000 tickets.

This made the BTS’ SoFi stadium
shows the highest-grossing show

after the venues were reopened. BTS’
performance became the seventh act
to collect more than 30 million USD
from a single engagement.

Las Vegas concert:

The Las Vegas tour at the Allegiant
Stadium was held on the 8th, 9th,
15th, and 16th of April. Before the
concert, Big Hit declared that Jin
underwent a surge for his finger
injury. So, his movements on the
stage were curbed, and he was visible
only in a few of the choreography.

How much did BTS earn from the
Permission to Dance on Stage?

Well, the tour seems to be one of the
most successful tours in the history
of world music.

Even though it is only the sixth
month of the year, BTS’ PTD
continues to break records. It was
revealed that BTS earned more than
75 million USD from their offline
concerts in 2022.

Their LA performance contributes 33
million USD alone to its overall gross
collections. Billboard calculated that
more than 458K audiences attended
their concerts.

Follow BTS on Facebook , Twitter ,
Instagram  For More Updates.
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NAAM REH JAYEGAA: THE EPISODE 6 IS
BRINGING MORE REMINISCENCE OF LATA JI

THROUGH ARIJITS' MAGICAL VOICE
The upcoming episode of Naam Reh Jayegaa is what everyone is
waiting for. In this episode, heartthrob melodic singer Arijit Singh
is going to sing Lata Ji's tracks.

The Episode 6
The Episode 6 is currently piquing everyone’s attention as Arijit
Singh will be starring in this episode with his magical vocal skills.
He has sung 3 hit tracks by Lata Ji and in three different languages
namely Bengali, Marathi, and Hindi.

 Later on, the singer also shared his personal experience and
feelings about meeting the legend in person. He said that his love
for the singer grew with the motivation of his mother and he
decided to talk about his mother long back when he didn’t meet
Lata Ji yet in real life. However, his respect and admiration for the
singer were reflected when he said, "Every song has different
memories, maybe I would have learned something from her but I
have no idea what would have spoken if I ever met her. I think I
would be speechless”.

‘Naam Reh Jayegaa’
Lata Mangeshkar is the pioneer of the Indian Music Industry who

 created a bridge between classical music and
Bollywood with her sheer skills in singing. The
singer passed away on February 6 of this year and
the music industry, the musicians along with
fans is still recovering from the loss.

However, the 'Nightingale of India' will remain
eternally alive through her musical
contributions. Embracing that feeling, ‘Naam
Reh Jayegaa’ is rejuvenating the artist once
again.

Paying a grand tribute to late musical legend
Lata Mangeshkar, eight eminent singers of India
have united through a tributary show titled has
‘Naam Reh Jayegaa’.

Lata Ji, who is considered the 'Nightingale of
India', will be reminded through her timeless
musical creations. The listeners and fans across
the country, as well as the world, are quite
engaged in it as their favorite singers are going to
be part of the show.

 
Artist Line Up
Not only Arijit Singh but this show will be
featuring many other talented music artists in
the industry who considers Lata Ji as their idol.

The artist lineup includes Sonu Nigam, Shankar
Mahadevan, Neeti Mohan, Nitin Mukesh, Alka
Yagnik, Udit Narayan, Sadhana Sargam, Shaan,
Pyarelal Ji, Kumar Sanu, Javed Ali, Amit Kumar,
Palak Muchhal, Jatin Pandit, Sneha Pant,
Aishwarya Majumdar and Anwesha as well.

All of these music artists have enriched the
music industry with their significant amount of
hard work, dedication, and musical
contributions.

Through this show, they are sharing their
memories of working with Lata Ji and how she
inspired them all.

Show Details
‘Naam Reh Jayegaa’ is produced by Gajendra
Singh under Saibaba Studios. The show series
consists of a total of 8 episodes and it started
broadcasting on May 1 on Hotstar and other
media platforms.
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Lost in the
Supreme

Musicality of
Parker J, Her
Consuming
Number 'Up

Down' Offers
Some Seamless

Vibes

Being a seamless music artist Parker J is achieving
heights with her profound voice and her extremely
powerful musical diction.

Her voice can offer you a heavenly experience with the
simplest words. Her recent release ‘Up Down’ will have a
gravitating effect on the listeners and they will indulge
more and more time in this impressing perceptive
musical aura.

The day is not far when her voice will travel through
borders and establish the fact once again that music is
the most powerful language in the world.
We share our gratitude for the exceptional talents you
have, and the song you have shared with us, your urgent
listeners. The experience of the song lasted a lot longer
than the running. And the song has deep echoing
vibrations that will nurture from within. So, we have
some questions and would really appreciate it if you
answer them.

Q. Say something about your music, the genre
you are working or the unique nature of the
song.

Parker J: I currently consider myself a pop and R and B
singer, but I try not to limit my music with labels.  I try to
sing each song individually, based on how it feels and
hopefully enjoy the outcome with my fans.

Q. Are you working with any music recording
company or you are working alone to release
these numbers?

Parker J: Right now, I am with Game Music Group, they
helped me get started out the gate as a new artist.  I
would definitely recommend them for any artist just
getting started in the industry.

DMR: You have shared that a family member,
who has encouraged you to take this journey,
can share about that inspiring incident with all
the readers.

Parker J: My mom and dad said that I had a pretty voice,
while I was growing up.  I always enjoyed singing, but it
wasn’t until I was a teenager that I decided that singing
was something that I really wanted to do.  Fortunately,
my grandfather knew a little about the music industry
and helped me to get a vocal coach and things took off
from there.

DMR: In your name Parker J, what does ‘J’
stands for?
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Parker J: Thanks, I get this question often.  I’m a huge
Marvel fan.  Parker is from the Marvel character,
Spiderman’s Peter Parker.  I admired his inner strength,
persistence, and desire to never give up. So, Parker is my
first name and J stands for my middle name, Jessica.

Q.  Who is your favorite music artist of all time?

Parker J: That is a difficult question.  Growing up, I
listened to a variety of musical genres and artists. If I had
to narrow it down, I would say that it’s Julian Rose
Banks, who goes by the name, Banks.

Q. When was the first time you performed music
publicly?

Parker J: I first performed publicly at a local talent show
in Elizabeth, NJ in January of 2021.  I performed with a
co-worker at the time, who asked me to help him with a
song.  It was such a rush that I knew I wanted to do it
more often.

Q. When you were young you use to take ballet
lessons, do you still perform ballet?

Parker J: Unfortunately, with work, school and music,
ballet got pushed to the background.  Although I do not
perform ballet, I still miss it.

Q. Can you share the most interesting story you
have while making or shooting for the video of
‘Up Down’?

Parker J: Since it was my first video, I had no idea what to
expect.  The director, Moe Simba had a great concept. 
The two things that I will always remember are watching
my team carry all of the prop and video equipment down
a 20-foot incline, while trying not to fall or break any of
the equipment.  The other thing was how cold it was. 
The temperature was40 degrees out, even though I have
a dress on for all of the scenes.

Q.  Your charming voice has the profoundness of
Adele and the seamless attractiveness of Billie
Eilish, what is the secret of this ecstatic vocal
quality that you possess?

Parker J: I feel that I am blessed to have this voice.  

I have taken vocal lessons to try to strengthen and
enhance it.  I have also been blessed to work with great
producers, who have brought the best out of me on the
different tracks of the album.

Q.  Can you please mention all the platforms
where your fans can find you or your music?

Parker J: Fans can hit up my webpage at

https://GameMusicGroup.com/parker-j

On Instagram at PDB_IDC or ParkerJSings

Tik Tok: pd_idc
Facebook: js_idc
Twitter: js_idc
Snapchat: bubblegumheaven

Fans can also email me at gamemusic@yahoo.com

They can purchase my music on iTunes at: 
http://itunes.apple.com/album/id1626463014

They can listen on Spotify at: 
https://open.spotify.com/album/23oMYmTHMAsqvULFKDRxUA

Q.  Do want to give any suggestions to your
upcoming music artists so that they are better in
their musical formation?

Parker J: My best advice to new artists is to surround
yourself with people that you trust.  There is a lot of hard
work that goes into this, so you need people around you
that you can trust, to help lighten the load.

DMR: Share something for your fans.

Parker J: I want my fans to never give up on their dreams,
no matter what obstacles may stand in their way.  There
is always a rainbow at the end of a rainstorm.  A huge
shoutout to the fans for their love and support and for
watching my YouTube video, ‘Up Down’.
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Adnan
Sami's
Latest
Pictures
from The
Maldives
Leave Fans
in Awe;
Pictures
Go Viral on
Social
Media
Adnan Sami has shared his
transformed look. The Pakistan-
born Indian singer makes fans stare
at him. His Maldives pictures are
going viral all over the internet.

Renowned singer, Adnan Sami, 50,
has shared a picture on his social
media from Maldives. The picture is
now viral all over the internet. The
singer has earned popularity due to
his successful Hindi songs.
However, the artist has earned a lot
of praise for his massive weight loss
journey. From being extremely
obese to becoming completely
shredded, Adnan has inspired
millions.

Just two days ago, he shared a
selfie from Maldives which made
his followers compelled to
disbelieve their eyes. He captioned
the photo, “Just Chilling …Another
Paradise!”. He also shared some
pictures with his wife and children,
in which he was spending some
quality time with his family.

 The picture went viral soon, more
rapidly than someone could ever
imagine. Netizens went crazy after
seeing some drastic
transformation in the singer. One
of his followers even commented
below his picture, “Who are you
even? And how can someone turn
THAT HOT? His fan even
commented, “I can't believe my
eyes...huge changes...”

Another wrote, “People get older
day by day. Adnan Sami gets
younger day by day.” One more
wrote, “Wow, chiseled Jawline and
superb weight loss once again
#inspiration.”

 Adnan Sami a Pakistan-based
Indian singer took citizenship in
India in 2016. It is reported that
Adnan used to be someone around
230 kg during his hit in the year 

2000.

Last year Adnan gave an interview in
which he shared how blessed he is to
live in India. His birthday falls on the
15th of August, which is the
Independence Day of the country. He
said to the Hindustan Times, “Today,
I’m a firm believer that there’s no
such thing as coincidence.

What happened to me because of
that was my destiny was written in
India.My future and my
dharambhoomi were all connected to
India.”

He also said in the interview, “The
love that I’ve for India was so rooted
from my childhood that it was like
the angels were telling me that you
need to shift your focus over there. I
can’t write this part of my life as a
mere coincidence. It’s far deep than
that.
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Yohani is Releasing Hindi Version of Her Famous Song ‘Manike
Mage Hithe’ with Jubin Nautiyal

Hindi version of the popular song
‘Manike Mage Hithe’ by Yohani is
going to be released very soon
collaborating with Jubin Nautiyal
which listeners are waiting for.

‘Manike Mage Hithe’, the famous Sri
Lankan song is an incredible
soundtrack, which has become a
sensation over a night. The singer
and composer Yohani Diloka de
Silva has showcased her talent with
the song and has gotten
international fame.

This young musician has a lot of
appreciation for this particular
song. She has shown her brilliance
in this song. it became a viral song
and crossed over 200 million views
on YouTube.
After such a huge recognition, it can
be said that truly music has no
language and boundary.

That is why the singer is once again
coming with a Hindi version of it after
seeing such popularity of the song in
India. It is coming to know, that she will
collaborate with the soundtrack with the
established Bollywood singer Jubin
Nautiyal. Recently Yohani has been
spotted in Mumbai and revealed the
news that the audience will get to listen
to the masterpiece in a different form.

  
With this soundtrack, Yohani became
one of the most prolific musicians. Not
only that, but she has also gained 3.39
million subscribers on YouTube. Along
with that, she is the first female singer
from Sri Lanka who has gotten such a
huge number of subscribers on YouTube.
By seeing her previous work, it can be
said that the artist always had the desire
of singing in the Bollywood industry. She
learned Hindi and sang a lot of songs in
Hindi.

As of now, it has been known that
the Hindi version of ‘Manike Mage
Hithe’ is featuring Jubin Nautiyal
and in the music video, there will be
the Bollywood actor Sidharth
Malhotra and Nora Fatehi.

 

It will be featured in the upcoming
movie ‘Thank God. In the movie,
there will be Ajay Devgn, Rakul
Preet Singh, and Sidharth Malhotra.
Nora Fatehi would be seen only in
the music video. People are eagerly
waiting for the first look of the
video.
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Review on Brandi Carlile's
Greek Amphitheatre
Concert: A Nostalgic
Journey to Good Old

American Days:
American singer-songwriter Brandi Carlile was back once again
with a heart-pumping performance last weekend in Los Angeles'
Greek Theatre. With the weather full of moisture during a monsoon
season in L.A. Carlile's show caught the attention of the full-house
crowd that was present in the amphitheater.

From high to low pitches and with interchanging intensities, the
singer successfully generated emotions among many in the
audience. Out of the two, the first performance from the singer was
pleasant to soothe the ears of all the listeners present out there.
Her dates for the Los Angeles tour marked the 5th and 6th
performance of a long tour that began at Seattle's Gorge on June 11.
 

On the other hand, the U.S. amphitheater is also booked for her
upcoming concerts in late October. The vibe and the atmosphere
that she brought with her mesmerizing voice seem to have
enthralled all the fans sitting out in the theatre and were cheering
for her.This is the first time Brandi performed after the pandemic
and in a way, which went on to capture millions of hearts
worldwide. During the performance, she also said "Richfresh made
me a suit for tonight."

She continued by saying "I am a happy gay." Even though Brandi's
latest performance was not her first Greek rodeo, she managed to

 perform in a way that made it look like it was her
first. She also added, "this is the kind of shit you
dream of." The singer also claimed that the show
was her favorite in her two-decade history of
visits to Los Angeles. She also remembered her
first local gig, circa 2002 that took place at
Hollywood's Hotel Cafe. She recalled the past
memories by saying, "I'm sitting there at sound
check and I look at the back of the soundboard
and there's a sign that says 'Please don't fucking
play 'Hallelujah' goddamn it, I'm playing it!"

With her back-to-back performances on both
the nights, she performed on Bowie's "Space
Oddity" and Radiohead's "Creep." Brandi
rejuvenated the crowd with her presence on
stage and also urged them to sing along with her
by stating, "There are nights when I need to hear
this one more than sing it, and this is one of
them."  Initially, Friday's show started off with a
brilliant and rocking performance from Tim and
Phil Hanseroth. Then came Carlile with "Broken
Horses" from her 2021 music album "In These
Silent Days."

She continued with the same energy and
charisma for "Sinners, Saints, and Thieves." The
young crowd went crazy when the singer sang
the song "The Story," as it was almost the
highlight of the event. With the background
music soaking into her voice, the atmosphere
stayed absolutely silent at the beginning of the
song. It was goosebumps all along right from the
start of the show as she infused a rocking vibe
into it.She also came on stage with 'Lucius,' the
duo whose new album "Second Nature" was
recently co-produced by Carlile. She also sang
"Stay Gentle" with the twins.

And the moment the audience was waiting for,
she sang "Somewhere Over the Rainbow" with
only her on the stage. A nice and pleasant month
of June with embracing weather suited the
American lullaby greatly. Brandi also
accompanied Marcus Mumford in an affecting
post-breakup song that he and Carlile wrote and
sang together while closing his record.

While Lucius started Friday's show, there was
also a performance from Celisse, that started
Saturday's night of the Greek. Put together, it can
be said that the 4th weekend is set to go down in
history as one of the most memorable ones in
Los Angeles.
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Bonnaroo Music and Arts
Festival 2022 Showcased A

Huge Lineup This Year

Audiences got to experience a large
variety of music with the Bonnaroo
Music and Arts Festival 2022. The great
lineup has made it even more
prosperous Bonnaroo Music and Arts
Festival is a world-renowned music
festival which has been started in the
year 2002. This music festival is
developed and produced by Superfly
Presents and AC Entertainment. It is
one of the most music festivals all
around the world as people could
experience a large variety of
performances in one show.

This festival takes place in
Manchester, Tennessee. It is a
show where people get the
opportunity to hear a large variety
of music types, like Pop, Rock,
Folk, Gospel, Hip-Hop, and so
many more.

From the beginning, the festival
always takes place on the second
Thursday of June and lasts for four
days. It is a festival that started in
2002 every year the festival took
place but in the years 2020 and
2021 it was canceled for Covid-19
pandemic and Hurricane Ida.
Other than that every year people
enjoyed the show thoroughly and
got to watch all the outstanding
performances. After two years the
festival has taken place at the same
time of year in the same place. All
the audiences are a little more
excited than the other years 

as they have missed it in the last two
years. This year they had a blast.
The festival started on 16th June
and ended on 19th June. Its
outstanding arrangements have
stunned the onlookers. The brilliant
lineup has generated an insane hype
among everyone.In this four-day
festival, the show was organized
with an amazing lineup. some
artists from the lineup are, Gryffin,
Indigo De Souza, Jessie Murph,
Bren Joy, J. Cole, Illenium, Lord
Huron, Tove Lo, John Summit, Chris
Lorenzo, Maggie Rose, Leon Of
Athens, 21 Savage, Chris Lake, Cory
Henry, Lucii, Machine Gun Kelly, G
Jones, and so many more. Each day
there were a bunch of artists
performed in the show.

 

This year the show was on another
level as it happened after two whole
years. Each day the audience got to
experience different kinds of music
forms. The purpose behind doing
this music festival was to honor the
rich traditional music and indeed it
achieved success in its purpose.
This year the show achieved
massive success and right after its
ending, the audiences are waiting
for next year.To know More About
Bonnaroo Music And Arts Festival
Follow them on Facebook , Twitter ,
Instagram.
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Demi Lovato released their
latest ‘Skin of My Teeth’
music Video on her channel
on YouTube. The music
video depicts the horrifying
state of mind of a drug
addict

One of the most
renowned American singers
and songwriters has recently
released their latest track,
‘Skin of My Teeth’. The song
is a treat to their fans, who
have been waiting for its
release. The lyrical
references of the song are
related to the drug-abused
people and how it affects
their mental health.

The American singer has
perfectly captured the
struggle with addiction. The
song primarily uses the
electric and bass guitars and
makes some twists by
mixing pop with the rock.
The music video of the song
is visually impactful. The
way Demi lies in the bathtub
donning a white top has
made their fans shocked.

 

Earlier Demi Lovato had

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

DEMI LOVATO DEPICTS
THE FRAGILE STATE OF

MIND OF A DRUG ADDICT
THROUGH 'SKIN OF MY

TEETH' MUSIC VIDEO

         

get help. She further added, “It’s possible to live well,
feel well, and also find happiness with bipolar disorder or
any other mental illness they’re struggling with."

 The visual, musical, and vocal depictions of the
sufferings of the drug-abused people have made their
fans think deeply about the matter. Their performance in
the song will horrify the fans as well as make them
concerned about the situation. Their screaming will
make their fans feel the shattering pain of the addicted
people. Breaking of teeth in the tub is disturbing. Such
imageries are used vividly in the music video to depict
the severity of the condition.

 shared about the people
suffering from mental
health due to overuse of
drugs. As per the report by
Women Health Magazine,
they said “It’s a passion of
mine—mental health
advocacy—and I’ve decided
to partner up with Be Vocal
because it’s something
that’s really powerful when
it comes to not only
informing people about
what mental illness is but
also whatyou can do toTheir
voice and shouting, battling
every moment have made
their work intensified. The
use of electronic and
organic instruments can
leave a lasting impact on the
mind of the listeners. The
way they strummed the
guitar, in the end, depicted
the fragile mind of a drug
addict.

The vocal lead makes you
stare at their performance
throughout the song. The
song ‘Skin of My teeth’,
justifies the state of mind of
a drug addict. Their vocal,
highly destructive rock
music and horrifying visuals
make the song highly
recommended.
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GriG Has
Come Up
With His
Latest
Soundscape
'Muevete'
‘Muevete’, the opulent soundscape
has been released by the talented
artist GriG. His brilliant
presentation has garnered a lot of
listeners from all around the world.

The profound artist GriG is
showcasing his musical talent with
the song ‘Muevete’. With the latest
track, this artist has generated a
buzz among all the listeners. The
lyrically and musically enriched
song has garnered a lot of listeners
from all around the world.

GriG, an electronic dance music
artist has established himself in the
music industry and mesmerized all
the listeners. With the captivating
lyrics and music, this artist has
presented all the soundtracks.

The thematic and rhythmic sound
flow has created a refreshing vibe
with them. His diverse way of
presenting the songs has made all
the songs different from each other.
He has churned the true flavor of
the genre with his brilliant
soundscapes. The lively music of
them has made his songs even more
approaching.

With his outstanding creations,

this artist has created a unique
identity in the music industry.

He is an emerging artist who is
slowly spreading his musical
charm. He has given a few
soundtracks to his prolific career.
His previous songs are ‘In the
Darkness’, ‘Take Me Back’, and
‘Temple’.

All the songs are unique and
different from each has created a
refreshing vibe with them. The
hooky and groovy music of them
has made the songs eclectic. The
subtle flow of them grows slowly
and hits hard as the soundtrack
progresses.

With his various skills, he has
shown his multi-tasking talent.
This artist is an inspiration for all
aspiring musicians. At such a
young age he has become a
recognized musician which is
really stimulating for everyone.
Along with the lyrics and music of
his song, his flawless deliverance
has made the songs even more
appealing to the listeners.

His proficient presentation has 

helped him to reach out to the
listeners.

 
GriG has come up with his latest
piece of music, named ‘Muevete’.

The profound lyrics and music of the
song has attracted many listeners.

He has shown his caliber by
balancing out the song with the
subtle music flow.

The intriguing music of it has
garnered many listeners from all
around the world. He has captivated
all the listeners with his exclusive
sound design.

His powerful voice has made this
craft different from other pieces.
With the variant presentations, he
has reached out to many listeners.

His songs are available on Spotify,
SoundCloud, Apple Music, and
YouTube. To know more about his
upcoming projects, follow him on
Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook.
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Lady Gaga
And Her
Chromatic
Ball will be
Coming to
London on the
29th And 30th
Of July at
Tottenham
Hotspur
Stadium
Be quick and book your tickets to
enjoy the prolific vibes of Lady
Gaga on her 2022 tour ‘The
Chromatic ball’. She will be in
London on 29th and 30th July from
7 pm onwardsDo not miss out on
this year’s Lady Gaga summer
stadium tour. 20 shows, starting on
17th of July and will end on 17th
September. She has offered two
back-to-back days for her London
fans on 29th and 30th July 2022.
On July 17th she will inaugurate the
tour in Dusseldorf, Germany and
after that, she will cover Stockholm,
Paris, and Arnhem before she set
foot in London. After that, she will
resume her journey in Toronto on
the 6th of August. And after that
covering places like Washington DC,
New York, Chicago, Boston, Dallas,
Atlanta, and Hershey by the 28th of
August.
Gaga will make the audience of
Tokyo go gaga on the 3rd and 4th of
September. On 8th September she
will be back in San Francisco. 

She will perform in Los Angeles on
10th September and in Houston on
13th September. And she will
conclude the tour in Miami at Hard
Rock Stadium on the 17th of
September.

 On 29th July, Friday she will
perform at Tottenham Hotspur
Stadium in London. And on the
next day, she will be back on stage
in the very same stadium. The
tickets are available on various
websites. Tickets are filling fast for
obvious reasons, but are still
available.

  
The tickets for the London show
are filling fast; the minimum ticket
price is 159 dollars and the prices
of the Gold Circle area are 493
dollars and 670 dollars. One person
can buy 1 to 4 tickets only. The
show will start at 7 pm. The
timings and ticket prices will be
the same for 30th July as well.
Floor standing tickets are also
available, the minimum prices of
floor standing tickets are 172
dollars and the maximum is 299
dollars.

 The sixth studio album
‘Chromatic’ was the reason behind

 this tour which was meant to take
place back in 2020.

In March 2020 the tour was
announced and soon after that, it got
canceled due to the pandemic. And a
few months back she announced the
Chromatic ball tour once again and
now the dates and the tickets are
available now.
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Rolling Stones Cancels Netherlands Show As Mick Jagger Tests
Positive For Covid-19

Mick Jagger, 78, the Rolling Stone
singer has now apologized to the
Dutch fans on Twitter. He started
developing symptoms after arriving
at the Dutch capital.Mick Jagger of
the Rolling Stone and two members
of Ringo Starr's band also tested
positive for Covid-19 on Monday,
prompting both luminaries to
cancel concerts.
After testing positive, Jagger,78,
canceled a tour stop in Amsterdam.
Due to the diagnosis, Starr, 81,
announced this weekend that his
band will postpone 12 North
American gigs to September.
Jagger and Starr have both been
vaccinated.
The statement on behalf of the
band said, “The Rolling Stones have
been forced to call off tonight’s
concert in Amsterdam at the Johan
Cruijff Arena, following Mick Jagger

 testing positive after experiencing
symptoms of Covid upon arrival at the
stadium. The Rolling Stones are deeply
sorry for tonight’s postponement, but
the safety of the audience, fellow
musicians, and the touring crew has to
take priority."

 It continued, “The show will be
rescheduled for a later date. Tickets for
tonight’s show will be honored for the
rescheduled date. Standby for details.”

 Jagger even apologized to the Dutch fans
on Twitter by tweeting “I’m so sorry that
we’ve had to postpone the Amsterdam
show with such short notice tonight.

 “I have unfortunately just tested positive
for Covid. We aim to reschedule the date
ASAP and get back as soon as we can.
Thank you for your patience and
understanding. Mick.”

 According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, older adults are

 more likely to become extremely ill
from Covid-19, with 81 percent of
Covid deaths occurring in people
over the age of 65.

 According to CDC, the United States
recorded a seven-day average of
109,548 new Covid-19 cases on
Friday. While the number of cases
has climbed or remained stable
across the country since April, it is
still nowhere like the number of
cases reported daily during the
omicron surge this winter. The
United States had a seven-day
average of 810,524 cases at its peak
in January.

 Jagger and Starr aren't the only
musicians who have had to cancel
gigs due to illness. After admitting
over the weekend that he suffers
from Ramsay Hunt Syndrome,
Justin Bieber canceled gigs in New
York City on Monday and Tuesday.
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The Life Is Beautiful
Festival will feature Calvin

Harris, Gorillaz, Jack
Harlow

The 2022 Life Is Beautiful festival will take place from September
16th to September 18th in Las Vegas. This year’s lineup feature
amazing acts from various genres like electronic music, hip hop,
indie rock, and pop music. The event will not only have incredible
music but food and art as well.

The tickets for the festival are available on the official website of
Life Is Beautiful since March 18th, after they announced the
concert dates. The tickets are available in four types: Single-Day
General Admission, VIP, VIP Plus, and All In. The visitors can get
access to Shuttle Pass through the site starting at $180. The VIP
tickets will be available at $795.

The VIP tickets will give the festival-goers access to the air-
conditioned restrooms, VIP Villages BACARDÍ stages, VIP food,
beverage, limited-stage viewing areas in the VIP Villages, exclusive
merchandise, and more.

The organizers of the festival have also released the lineup for this
year. Artists like Gorillaz, Lorde, Jack Harlow, Arctic Monkeys, and
many more are going to be performing this September in 2022 Life
Is Beautiful.

There will be an interesting EDM lineup as well. Internationally-

recognized artists like Calvin Harris, Kygo, and
many more are among the headliners in the
upcoming event. Other electronic acts who will
be performing in the show are Gryffin, Alison
Wonderland, R3HAB, SG Lewis, Said the Sky,
and Marc Rebillet.

  
Some other headliners in the three-day music
festival are Migos, Beach House, and Cage the
Elephant. Artists like Big Boi, Rico Nasty, Oliver
Tree, Alessia Cara, XCX, Sylvan Esso, Isaiah
Rashad, and more are featured in the 2022
lineup. The complete lineup can be viewed on
the festival’s official website.

 
Popular musicians such as Alexander 23, Coi
Leray, Omah Lay, Shaggy, Lexi Jayde, Grandson,
Wet Leg, Amaarae, and Pussy Riot are among
those who will be making an appearance at the
2022 Life Is Beautiful festival.

 
The organizers have announced the official 2022
festival poster content which is open to all.
Artists across the US can showcase their
creativity and artistry on a national stage with
the contest. The winner will be awarded with two
VIP tickets and have their name included on the
official 200 art lineup.

 
The festival also offers local musicians a chance
to perform in the concert partnering with
Session Live. The artists just have to upload a
video of their performance on the official
website and the judges will select six acts to
perform at the festival. Session Live is also
decided to arrange a special virtual competition
for worldwide musicians to give them a chance
to perform in the concert.

 
Life Is Beautiful is a popular music and art
festival in the USA that is held annually. The
festival is taking place in Downtown Las Vegas,
Nevada since 2013. The concert became one of
the highest-grossing festivals in the world with
the revenue of $17.7 million. The festival is also
popular for its culinary lineups.

Last year artists like Billie Eilish, Tame Impala,
A$AP Rocky, Green Day, and Haim among others
performed at the festival.
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NIPSEY HUSSLE MURDER CASE IS COMING
TO AN END

Nipsey Hussle murder accused Eric Ronald Holder Jr. who was
convicted with first degree-murder; both sides delivered their
closing argument on 29th June.The man who has been convicted
for murdering the renowned rapper Nipsey Hussle, three years back
on 31st March 2019. The closing argument was postponed a day
because Holder was assaulted and in custody by fellow jail inmates
on Tuesday.

The 32-year-old convict was beaten up badly after he left the Los
Angeles courtroom on Monday around 4 in the evening. His public
defender, Aaron Jansen said, Holder “was attacked by two inmates
and beaten. He was cut with a razor in the back of his head and
received three staples.

His face is swollen and his eye is swollen,”
Jansen continued, “Despite the injuries, Holder is expected back in
court Wednesday morning for the expected last day of evidence in
his trial, the lawyer says. Closing arguments with cameras allowed
in the courtroom are due to begin Thursday”. Considering that this
is a high-profile case, Holder was supposed to be kept away from
other inmates.

Los Angeles County Superior Court Judge H. Clay Jacke said,
“Based on some unforeseen circumstances that are

no fault of parties here, we won’t be in session
today”. And all the Jurors were to return to the
courtroom on Wednesday.

 Nipsey Hussle was not only a Grammy award
winner, but he was also a philanthropist and
founder of two’s clothing stores. And he was
killed in the parking area of The Marathon his
clothing store in South Los Angeles 3.18 the
noon. He was shot with 10 bullets directed to his
right chest, his navel, and punctured his lungs.

  
Jansen has stated from the beginning that this
murder is a “case about the heat of passion” as
Hussle accused him of “snitching”, which is
considered a sin in gang culture. And within 9
minutes of the incident Holder directed himself
to Hussle without giving himself the time to
“cool off”, his defender said.

 On the last day of the case, Jansen called Herman
“Cowboy” Douglas, who was Hussle’s friend,
back to the witness box to re-analyze the
conversation Holder and Hustle had just before
the shooting incident. And after describing the
initial scenario Douglas said Hussle never used
the word “Snitching” in this entire conversation.

 

 

After watching every surveillance photo and
video, hearing every eye-witness and testimony,
this murder was not a first-degree murder but a
deed in the heat of the moment.
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Did Britney Spears Cheat on Her Husband Sam
Asghari Soon After Their Marriage?

The US pop princess Britney Spears
shares a picture via Instagram of
kissing Madonna at her wedding
reception, on 9th June. Within a few
hours of sharing the picture, people
have come up with some hilarious
comments on Britney Spears and
Madonna.

Britney shares the picture on
Instagram with a short caption,
“Weird that @madonna is
extremely short and I was shorter
than her … do we shrink as we get
older … am I becoming short like
my mom ???” Spears captioned the
snap. “Kissing the one and only
Madonna !!! I didn’t know Madonna
has almost as many number-one
singles as The Beatles!!! So honored
she came to my wedding …
perspective … The Beatles have 20
and miss thang has

 12 !!! Wow wow wow !!!”
 Her husband Sam Asghari is not left

behind. He has dropped a hilarious
comment just below the picture-
“Minutes after we got married you
cheated on me” More than two hundred
people have replied to the comment.

 Madonna has 12 singles placed on the
chart of Billboard Hot 100 songs
throughout her career. Her first album
that raked top the chart was released in
1984 “Like a Virgin”. And the most
recent song that topped the billboard hot
100 charts was her release in 2000,
“Music”.

  
Britney Spears is also a chart-topper five
times. Her five songs ranked top in the
Billboard Hot 100. The collaboration
between Spears and Madonna also
peaked at number 35 on the chart and
stayed impressively for 13 weeks on the
chart.

Just a few hours ago, Britney shared
the picture of her reception day
with Madonna, in which she kissed
the other pop legend and showered
her with love and praise in the
caption. She said that she was
honored to have kissed the legend
as well as collaborated with her for a
song.
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Depp-
Heard Trial
Finally
Ends with
Johnny
Winning
the
Defamation
Case
After six long weeks of turbulent
trial, Actor Johnny Depp wins the
case against Amber Heard regarding
domestic abuse and defamation.
Fans went crazy as the verdict
surfacedThe long trial of the Depp-
Heard case is finally to an end with
the victory of Depp in the
defamation case. Not to mention,
this is the trial episode that has kept
the whole world captivated for the
past few weeks more than the
Ukraine war.

The US jury has found Amber Heard
defaming her ex-husband Johnny
Depp through an article where she
claimed herself as the victim of
serious domestic abuse. Jurors
found Mr. Depp innocent and
awarded him $15m of punitive and
compensatory charges.
Though Ms. Heard has won three
counters against Depp and was
awarded $2m compensatory
charges. The Hollywood stars got
divorced back in 2017, however;
their doomed relationship has

 brought more conflicts through
this trial in 2022.

                            
 For the past six weeks, the court in

Virginia has heard the dark side of
Mr. Depp and Ms. Heard’s
relationship along with its
unhappy ending. The polls
suggested that it is perhaps the
trendiest topic right now that
enveloped not only Americans but
the world.

Social media is flooded with
millions of posts and memes
regarding this trial and the case is
also being televised and line
streamed.

On Wednesday, the Jurors of the
court found that all the statements
given by Ms. Heard regarding the
marriage were false and she acted
quite a malice during their
relationship. However, the court
also found out that Mr. Depp Has
previously defamed Ms. Heard in
2020.

 The seven-member jury gave their
verdict and as it surfaced, a chant
could be heard outside of the
court, “Johnny, Johnny, Johnny”.

 Johnny Depp was unable the stay
on the day of the verdict since he 

had ‘work commitments’ with
his friend and talented British
Musician Jeff Beck. On the evening of
the verdict, Mr. Depp received a
standing ovation at the Royal Albert
Hall after performing with Jeff Beck.

 Mr. Depp said, "The jury gave me my
life back. I am truly humbled." He
further expressed in Latin, "Truth
never perishes."Penney Azcarate, the
Fairfax County Circuit Court Judge
has not rewarded any punitive
damages to Ms. Heard but reduced
the damages for Mr. Depp. He was
awarded $350,000, which leaves the
total damages at $10.4m.

 While the world is celebrating the
victory of Jack Sparrow or their
loving actor Johnny Depp, Ms. Heard
still claimed that she was
"heartbroken" due to losing the case.
She also claimed that she has lost her
right as an American.
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TOP 10 TIMELESS RAPPERS OF ALL TIME
Hip hop industry is one of the most popular and biggest genres in
the music industry. This is the only genre where an artist can
blatantly express their truest beliefs and feelings and penetrate the
hearts of the listeners. Originated in the streets of Bronx, New York,
the musical form was a form of protest and free expression in the
beginning. The genre has gone through various changes and
adopted countless new attributes, but it still maintains its
fundamentals.
Rappers are considered the mouthpiece of the generations in every
ear. The top rappers in the game are well-known all over the world.
They have given the world some of the most inspirational and
entertaining pieces of music. Here is the list of the 10 most
celebrated and talented rappers of all time in the history of hip
hop:

Lil Wayne
American rapper and songwriter Lil Wayne is considered one of the
most influential rappers of his generation. Starting his professional
music career at the age of only 12, the naturally gifted artist has
come a long way making his place among the elites in the hip hop
industry. He even left Elvis behind in 2012 obtaining the most
Billboard Hot 100 hits of all time. His musical approach has
brought a unique style into the hip-hop industry. He has also given
the world a huge number of rap bangers in his incredible career. He
has five Grammy Awards under his belt.

Kendrick Lamar
Kendrick Lamar entered the hip-hop music industry bringing a
massive change to the scene. The techniques and styles have not
much changed after the golden age of hip hop. The genre hit a
standstill producing a series of similar types of songs. Kendrick
Lamar introduced the incredible combination of triple and
quadruple-time rhythms, multiple rhyming styles, and layered
adlibs forming an exclusive soundscape that was completely new

to the scene. He even became the first rapper to
win a Pulitzer Prize in 2018. Some of his greatest
creations are ‘HUMBLE’, ‘Alright’, ‘Money Trees’,
‘Bitch, Don’t Kill My Vibe’, and more.

Ghostface Killah
American rapper and songwriter Ghostface
Killah is a member of the famous hip hop group
Wu-Tang Clan. After the members went their
separate ways to pursue their solo careers, Killah
started his solo career with the album, ‘Ironman’,
which became an instant hit. He is well-known
for coming up with the most dexterous lyrical
illustrations that fitted perfectly with the
message he was trying to give to the audience.
Some of his finest creations are ‘Shakey Dog’,
‘The Hilton’, ‘Daytona 500, ‘I Can’t Go to Sleep’,
and ‘Child’s Play’ among many.

Lauryn Hill
  

Number seven on the list is popular female
rapper Lauryn Noelle Hill. She is regarded as one
of the greatest rappers of all time. She had a
massive influence over the young audiences of
her generation. She was a member of the
American hip hop group Fugees and also had a
successful solo career. Her 1998 solo debut, ‘The
Miseducation of Lauryn Hill’ topped the
Billboard 200 chart as soon as it was released.
The album received 10 Grammy nominations
and won 5 Grammys at the 41st Annual Grammy
Awards. She won a Grammy Award for Best Rap
Album for her hit single, ‘Killing Me Softly’.

Andre 3000
Andre 3000 is most known for being a part of the
hip-hop duo Outkast with Big Boi. He is one of
the unmatchable rappers of his time. Beginning
his musical career in 2001, he quickly became
one of the best because of his unique approach
to the music and the exceptional structure of his
lyricism.

His hit songs with Outkast ‘Ms. Jackson’, ‘Hey
Ya’, ‘The Way You Move’, and more topped the
Billboard Hot 100. The group won six Grammy
Awards under its belt. Their fifth album,
‘Speakerboxxx/The Love Below’ has certified
diamond and reached the number one spot on
the Billboard 200 chart.
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Nas

Nas was one of the biggest names in the New York hip-hop scene. His debut album ‘Illmatic’ received massive
popularity and positive criticism across the world. It is known as one of the greatest albums of all time. His second
album, ‘It Was Written’ topped the Billboard 200 for four weeks straight. He is most known for ‘One Mic’, ‘Nas I Like’, ‘It
Ain’t Hard to Tell’, ‘The World Is Yours’, and more. He even defeated Jay Z in the best rap war with the diss track,
‘Ether’. He won a Grammy Award in 2020 for his album, ‘King’s Disease’.

Rakim

Rakim was one of the greatest rappers during the golden age of hip hop with Eric B forming a successful duo. He is a
pioneer in introducing multisyllabic and internal rhymes into the hip-hop scene. The group’s debut, ‘Paid in Full’
released in 1987 took the genre to the next level in terms of meaningful lyrics and unique mic techniques. He favored
sitting down and taking time in creating thought-provoking lyrics rather than just improvising on the spot. He created a
permanent place in the hearts of the audience with his songs, ‘I Ain’t No Joke’, ‘When I B on tha Mic’, ‘Know The
Ledge’, ‘I Know You Got Soul’, and many more.

Eminem

Eminem is one of the few hip-hop artists who have broken through to the mainstream defying all traditional norms. He
is fluent in crafting rap verses catering to different themes. He can make you laugh, cry, and boil in anger with his lyrical
masterpieces. He is called the God of Rap because of his fast and fluent delivery and extremely creative storytelling. He
has given some of the best jewels of the global hip hop industry such as ‘Stan’, ‘Mockingbird’, ‘Without Me’, ‘Cleaning
Out My Closet’, ‘Lose Yourself’, and more. He has had 15 Grammy Awards so far for his incredible musical collection.

Jay-Z

Jay Z has been one of the biggest names in the hip-hop industry in the 1990s and early 21st century. He released his
debut album, ‘Reasonable Doubt’ in 1996 under his very own label Roc-A-Fella-Records. The album sold over a million
copies in the just United States. He continued to release successful albums every year since then. His 1998 album, ‘Vol
2: Hard Knock Life’ was his first release to top Billboard 200 and won bringing him his first-ever Grammy as well. He has
23 Grammy Awards in his collection. Some of his greatest songs are ‘Can’t Knock the Hustle’, ‘Dear Summer’, ‘Public
Service Announcement’, and ‘Guess Who’s Back’.

The notorious B.I.G

The greatest rapper on our list is The notorious B.I.G, also known as Biggie Smalls. His rough childhood pushed him to
express his anger, frustrations, and insecurities in the form of rap verses. His songs came straight from his heart and so,
they made a powerful impact on the listeners. His 1994 debut album, ‘Ready to Die’ became a huge hit and went
platinum easily. The album depicted the true story of his life. It showcased his incredible talent at storytelling and
rhyming prowess before the global audiences. ‘Juicy’, ‘Warning’, ‘Sky’s the Limit’, ‘Mo Money Mo Problems’, and more
are some of the timeless hip hop numbers created by him.

These hip-hop artists have been shading light on the contemporary socio-cultural situations and struggles of a country
in a way that is comprehensible to all.
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H.E.R Sues MBK Entertainment
for Violating the Contracts

 

The Oscar-winning singer-songwriter
sues the production company MBK
Entertainment for violating their
contract. She immediately wants to
take action against them.Gabriella
Sarmiento Wilson, widely known as
H.E.R has sued the recording label,
named MBK Entertainment. This
company is owned by her manager Jeff
Robinson. She signed their contract at
the age of 14 in 2011.

The artist has sued the company for her
rights to the music catalog. She has also
stated that she has taken such action
for violating the business and
profession code, thus for this reason
she wants to break the contract from
this recording label. The whole scenario
is still not very clear; Jeff Robinson was
the manager of Alicia Keys too. So there
is nothing that can be told for now.

She has been working with this
company from the very beginning of her
career. All her creations are under

 the MBK Entertainment
production company. Along with
that, all of her songs are
distributed by Sony Music’s RCA
Records. Currently, she has made a
complaint in the Superior Court of
the State of California in Los
Angeles County.

It is coming to know that
according to the documents of the
contract H.E.R is an ‘exclusive
employee’ that ‘ended the later of
15 months after May 19, 2011, or 12
months after the commercial
release in the United States of
Wilson’s first album under the
contract, and up to five additional
Option Periods of more than one
year each’.

H.E.R also says that it has helped
her immensely to be a successful
singer but she also said ‘past the
current date [May 19, 2011] and
potentially until much longer, as
each Option Period is keyed to a

commercial release by MBK of a
record album’.

Along with that, she added
‘Robinson caused his own lawyers
to represent Wilson in the
negotiation of subsequent
contracts, including publishing and
touring agreements...

those lawyers took 5% of the deals
they negotiated, but did not have a
written fee agreement or a conflict
waiver signed by Wilson, and said
that they performed the services ‘as
a favor’ to their client Robinson
who was paid 20% commission for
each of those deals’.

 

 

 

At last this 24-year-old only asking
the law authorities to ‘restitution
and disgorgement of funds
according to proof; for costs of suit
incurred herein; and for such other
and further relief as the Court
deems just and proper’ after the
violation of the contract.
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Music Streaming Platforms are
making a Huge Impact on the

Music Industry
The music industry has evolved way too much
comparatively than in the last decade. Over time a lot of
things have been changed and replaced with a better
version. Before, people used to have only one way out to
get access to any kind of song. They need to get a
physical album in a form of a CD or DVD. Other than
that, there were no other options available. Later on,
people were introduced to the method of downloading
the song illegally from a different website and risking
their computer security. Gradually new techniques were
invented where people can buy the album on iTunes.
Later on, now a lot of music streaming platforms have
been introduced and people like you can get access to
millions of songs in one portable device and enjoy the
music.
What are music streaming platforms?:

With this hassle-free way out, one can enjoy music
anytime and anywhere. Now, there are platforms like
Spotify, SoundCloud, YouTube, Apple Music, and so
many things have been launched in the market. By using
these platforms one can get listen to any music free of
cost. They also offer their premium services for an even
better experience. for that, the consumers have to pay a
certain price. These platforms have gotten a lot of
popularity among all music enthusiasts. it has made
listening to the songs very easily accessible. Consumers
have been extremely benefitted from these innovative
ways out.
Apart from being a boon to the listeners, it has also made
a large amount of profit to the m

aker of these platforms. Their innovative functions have
helped the users to get an outstanding experience while
listening to their preferred soundtracks. With a music
streaming platform, you can listen to the songs of your
choice. It has given a lot of new avenues to explore variant
kinds of music. Along with that, small artists have gotten
the opportunity to showcase their talent and reach out the
potential audiences and make their careers in that. Overall
it is a very useful technique for everyone and allows the
audience to listen to whatever they want.Let’s look into its

impact on the music industry:

There has been a huge change in the way of listening to the
songs. a gigantic growth has been seen on the internet in
the last few years. With this easily available internet, there
has been an immense development of music sharing on
different platforms. Digital developments have introduced
the facility of listening to songs from various countries. All
these have made a huge impact on the music industry. it
was way too hectic for the audience to listen to one song.
With this helpful facility, now people can hear the
soundscape without the fear of piracy. We all have used the
Mp3 files through peer-to-peer file sharing. With the help
of this, you can listen to music in a much safer way, which
won’t disturb your privacy. Along with that, a consumer
can be benefitted with-

High-quality music
Playlist of similar songs
A huge range of music

Now let’s check the future of music streaming services:

By looking at the growth of the music streaming platforms,
it can be said that digital platforms are the only future. It
has all the potential to provide all the required services that
a consumer wants in this present time. This concept is even
more obvious because the response is clearly visible. Now
the number of listeners is increasing every day. Before,
people did not have the opportunity to access music from
all around the world. With the service of these platforms,
consumers have gotten everything at their fingertips. Thus
they are getting more things to experience all the improved
things. Other than that, it is a great medium for all the
artists to cater their crafts to the target group. There is a
large number of audiences who even prefer to subscribe to
a certain platform and use all the premium services. By
doing so the companies are also making a huge amount of
revenue. So, from every aspect, it is the most beneficial for
the listeners, along with the artists and platform owners.
Clearly, it can be said that streaming platforms are the
future of the industry.
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Lorde Came
Up with Her
Blonde Hair
in The
Festival of
Glastonbury
Lorde took the stage of Glastonbury
with her new blonde hair. Along
with entertaining the crowd with her
music, the artist has shared an
important fact with her fans.

Lorde performed on the
Glastonbury stage in her new attire.
The singer-performer set the stage
on fire with her new blonde look.
The artist changed her hair from
brown to bright blonde and stunned
the audience. This 25-year-old
singer took the stage at Glastonbury
Festival on 27th June 2022.

She completed her new look with a
lilac corset bodysuit, a red ribbon
on one of her wrists, red stockings,
and pair of black sneakers. The
gorgeous look of her has astonished
everyone. The whole hairstyle has
been done by the prolific hairstylist
Cameron Rains. The middle part
and effortless waves of her hair have
given an aesthetic look to the
performance at the music festival.

This artist has not only surprised
everyone with her hair reveal but
has also taken the stage for a big
issue. She called out the U.S
Supreme Court’s decision to knock

 over Roe v. Wade, which has
granted women’s right to an
abortion in every state. She said to
her fans ‘Wanna hear a secret,
girls? Your bodies were destined to
be controlled and objectified since
before you were born. That horror
is your birthright’. She has also
added ‘But here's another secret.
You possess ancient strength,
ancient wisdom – wisdom that has
propelled every woman that came
before you. That wisdom is also
your birthright’.

  
Lorde continued her speech with ‘I
ask you today, make accessing that
wisdom your life's work. Because
everything depends on it. F – the
Supreme Court’.

For the ‘Mood Ring’ music video,
this artist has tried out a different
thing with her new blonde hair. She
stated ‘I sort of underwent
something of a transformation for
this video because the song is
satirical, I was writing from the
perspective of a character who is
not me’.

This artist is very particular about
her style when she is aboutto state
something on a serious note. Her
fun style choices and outspoken

monologues have been appreciated
by everyone.

 
In an interview, Lorde has said ‘Being
bold is vital because people are only
going to listen to you if you speak up’.
She has also said, ‘It's hard for me —
I'm shy, I'm a shy girl. But, you always
regret not being bold, and you very
rarely regret toughening up and doing
it’.

 

 

 

With this unique choice, the artist is
reaching out to many.
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Drake
Joins
Beatles,
Jay Z, with
11th Time
NO. 1 on
the
Billboard
200 Chart
for
'Honestly,
Nevermind'
Album
Drake’s, ‘Honestly, Nevermind’ has
topped the Billboard 200 chart.
Drake becomes the 5th one to top
the Billboard 200 chart more than 10
times. The latest album of Drake,
‘Honestly, Nevermind’ stands atop
the Billboard 200 albums chart. It is
his 11th No.1 on the chart. The
release date was announced on 16th
June surprisingly, and it was
dropped at midnight on 17th June.
The hip-hop sensation gave his fans
sensational performances. The
tracks in the album are moody,
electronic, and heat generating.
 Drake becomes the fifth incident to
have more than 10 times the No.1
album on the Billboard 200 since

the chart began publishing publish
the chart on a weekly basis since
1956. He joined the band Beatles
(19th times), Jay Z (14 times),
Bruce Springsteen(11 times), and
Barbra Streisand ( 11 times).

 The album Honestly Nevermind
was released with a total of 204,000
equivalent album units earned in
the week ended June 23. The
streaming activity powered a hefty
percentage of 94 of the album’s
first-week sum.

  The Billboard 200 chart ranks the
most desirable chart amongst the
music artists worldwide. Ruling the
chart 10 times is undoubtedly a
moment of pride for Drake. To join
the legends like Jay Z and the
Beatles is, indeed, a sublime
achievement in an artist’s career.

   
 The Billboard 200 chart ranks the
most popular albums of the week
in the U.S. based on multimetric
consumption as measured by the
equivalent album units. The unit
comprises album sales, Streaming
equivalent units (SEU), and track
equivalent units (TEU). Each unit
is equal to one album sale, or 10
individual tracks sold from an

 album, or 1,250 paid/subscriptions,
or 3,750 ad-supported on-demand
official audio and video streaming
generated by the songs from the
album.

 Honestly, Nevermind earned 204,000
equivalent album units, SEA units
comprises 191,000 (equivalent to
250.23 million on-demand official
streams of the set’s tracks), album
sales comprise 11,000, and TEA units,
2,000.

 

The 14-track album stands as the
fourth-largest streaming week for the
album in 2022. The first-three larger
week’s album comprises a longer
track list than that of Drake. The
album created buzz effectively on
YouTube soon after its release. His
fans have once again been
mesmerized by his performances.
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Fans are Planning to Attend this Year’s Glastonbury Festival
Ignoring all the Travel Disruptions

England, Scotland, and Wale's
transportation system has been
interrupted by rail strikes. But
Glastonbury ticket holders are
finding ways to reach Worthy
Farm.The recently developed
tension between rail union RMT and
employers regarding various issues
has led to rail strikes after decades.
The strike was announced on 7th
June just two weeks prior to the
Glastonbury festival.

But this situation hasn’t stopped
music lovers from all around
England to visit the festival. The
gates to the festival opened their
gates on Wednesday. More than
200,000 will descend on Worthy
Farm to attend the 2022 event. The
main attractions of the show are
evergreen Beatles singer Paul
McCartney, Billie Eilish, and
Kendrick Lamar.

On Tuesday only 20% of the trains
are running and more strikes were

 planned for Thursday and Saturday. And
the festival starts today on 22nd June and
continues for five as per the tradition
and will conclude on 26th June. Since the
inauguration of the festival, it has been
held in Pilton a village in Somerset,
England.

And people are taking any routes to
make them reach the farm for this annual
festival. A fan and six-time attendee of
Glastonbury, Sarah Hogg said that she is
nervous about the trip and she is hoping
that she reaches the event on time.She
has booked a seat on a train on Thursday
morning to attend this festival, but the
train got canceled so she had to leave on
Wednesday evening and maybe ask a
friend to stay for the night before the
festival starts.

 She said, “It's made me incredibly
nervous about it and it's just added
stress.

It wasn't that long ago when they
announced that this [the strike] was all
happening, at a point where everyone

 who's going to the festival had
already planned how to get there.”

 She added, “I'm not particularly
happy about it, but come hell or
high water I will get myself to
Worthy Farm.” Continuing, “Is it
worth the added stress and cost? Of
course.” “It's my favorite place on
this planet,” Sarah concluded.

Transport secretary Grant Shapps is
willing to intervene and resolve the
matters as early as possible. Hence,
Prime Minister Boris Johnson has
shared regarding the passengers to
“stay the course”, adding that the
proposed reforms are for their
benefits and interests only.

 
From gate crashing to upholding
300,000 audiences in 1994
Glastonbury has seen many
incidents of fandom and this surely
will add another feather.

 For more updates check out Google
News.
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